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Abstract
This research seeks to provide a descriptive study of the English translation of the
breakthrough Chinese novel Red Sorghum by Mo Yan. The novel is a prime example for the
research into strategies and norms in translation within a Chinese-English framework for three
main reasons. Firstly, due to the huge impact the novel has had in terms of its truth-telling
about the Sino-Japanese War (1937 – 1945) in China. Secondly, because of Mo Yan’s unique
non-linear writing style, and thirdly for the fact that the novel was translated by Howard
Goldblatt, who is an American native English speaker, which is fairly rare in terms of ChineseEnglish translations.
This research seeks not only to provide a descriptive study of Howard Goldblatt’s English
translation of the breakthrough Chinese novel but also to explore the strategies he employs
during the translation process. An investigation is carried out to determine whether Goldblatt
makes use of particular translation strategies and follows these approaches throughout the
novel, thereby creating certain translational norms. Through primary research into the novel
one would find that this is in fact the case. For example, he makes use of a domesticating
approach in terms of translating Chinese cultural items, phrases, or terms. However, it is only
through more in-depth research and a close comparison of the source and target texts, that one
finds that Goldblatt does not in fact follow similar strategies in every instance but uses them
sporadically throughout the novel according to the context or message that must be carried
across. These discoveries are significant in that they are not entirely what is expected nor what
is initially found by other scholars.
Finally, the results of this research along with the descriptive study of the translation
of Red Sorghum and the investigations into the translation strategies and norms at play
during the translation process allow for better understanding of the translation process.
Furthermore, the results show evidence that strategies can be used interchangeably to
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produce satisfactory translations such as that of Goldblatt’s English translation of the novel
Red Sorghum.
Keywords: English translation, norms, Red Sorghum, Howard Goldblatt, Mo Yan

Introduction
Red Sorghum, which was a breakthrough novel in China, was translated for the English
target readership by a very well-known American translator, Howard Goldbatt. This research
provides a descriptive study of the novel through delving into the translation strategies,
decisions, and norms at play during the process of translation.
The investigation and research into this novel are important due to several aspects.
Firstly, the novel is set during the Sino-Japanese War (1937 – 1945) which resulted in a
very historically and culturally based novel. Secondly, Mo Yan’s writing style is unique
in that he uses colloquial Chinese dialects throughout the novel and writes in a nonchronological order, moving back and forth in time, thereby creating a complex but
interesting read. Thirdly, the novel is pioneering in that it was translated by an American
native English speaker, who has little personal connection with Chinese history and
culture. The combination of these factors allows the research into this novel to be
significant and its findings of vital importance.
The purpose of this research is to provide translators and experts in the field of
translation with a better understanding of the translation process. The research problem is
to determine the translation strategies, decisions, and norms at play during the translation
process, thereby providing a descriptive study of the English translation of Red Sorghum.
Through this research into the translation decisions made by Goldblatt, the translation
strategies he employs, and hence the translational norms at play, one is able to better
understand the translation process and provide a descriptive study of a novel that is indeed
paramount in the world of Chinese-English translation.
The article is structured as follows: an overview of the relevant literature with
reference to translational norms; background of both the original author, Mo Yan, and
of the translator, Howard Goldblatt; the writing style of the novel Red Sorghum is
highlighted as well as Howard Goldblatt’s approach to translation with special reference
to the translation strategies and the applicable norms; a discussion relating to the
comparison of extracts of the source text (henceforth ST) and target text (henceforth TT);
and finally, concluding remarks on translational norms pertaining to the novel.

Literature Review
The main focus of this section will be on translation theorists, Gideon Toury (1995) and
Andrew Chesterman (1993) and their norm theories which have had a profound impact
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on Translation Studies. This section will also include relevant background information
on other translation theorists such as Christiane Nord (2006) and Lawrence Venuti (1995)
who were also influential in Translation Studies and in particular norm theory.
Norms, in a very general sense, can be defined as “general values or ideas shared by
a certain community—as to what is right and wrong, adequate and inadequate” (Toury,
1980, p. 51). Translational norms are therefore the values or ideas shared by translators
as to how one ought to translate or how a translation ought to be carried out. Norms in
translation “provide the link between, on the one hand, the general values or ideas shared
by a community as to what is right/wrong or adequate/inadequate and, on the other, the
performance of translators observed in particular situations” (Palumbo, 2009, p. 179).
Translation as a socio-cultural phenomenon is subjected to several constraints and
rules, one of which is the translational norms (Toury, 2000, p. 199). Norms in a general
sense can “be understood as stronger, prescriptive versions of social conventions. Like
conventions, norms derive their legitimacy from shared knowledge, mutual expectation
and acceptance, and the fact that, on the individual level, they are largely internalized”
(Hermans, 2009, p. 81).
In order to better understand the process of translation and why translators make
the decisions they make, one needs to conduct in-depth research into the norms and
conventions that exist in translation. It can be said that “being a translator cannot be
reduced to the mere generation of utterances which would be considered ‘translations’”
(Toury, 1995, p. 53) but must in fact be seen as a process which is guided by certain
contraints or collective ideas which form part of the whole translation process. Translation
can therefore be described as being subject to certain constraints which “extend far
beyond the source text, the systemic difference between the languages and textural
traditions involved in the act, or even the possibilities and limitations of the cognitive
apparatus of the translator as a necessary mediator” (Toury, 1995, p. 54). Translation
is therefore not only constrained by language, language differences, and problems that
languages themselves present but also by these translational norms. Norms play a very
important and vital role in the decision making process during translation, guiding the
translator in decisions that have to be made.
Due to the important role these norms play in the translator’s decisions, norms can be
seen as “the repertoire of habits, skills, and styles based on which translators adopt certain
strategies instead of others. In terms of the production of translations, they act as binding
guidelines, as adherence to norms is sanctioned (positively or negatively, as we have
seen). In terms of the assessment of translations, norms serve as parameters or yardsticks”
(Palumbo, 2009, p. 179). Translation is therefore a structured process which is guided
by these norms. Research into these norms can therefore determine the way in which
translators produce translations.
The idea of translating as decision-making has been around since Jiří Levý and Itamar
Even-Zohar in the 1960s. The concept of norms is however often attributed to Gideon
Toury, who was the first to introduce his tripartite model of norms into translation theory
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in the 1970s (Pym, et al., 2008). Since the 1970s, many other theorists have built on and
refined Gideon Toury’s norm theory and hence the concept of norms has evolved and
changed.
The concept of norms was initially introduced into translation studies “in an effort
to explain why translators regularly make certain choices rather than others” (Riccardi,
2002, p. 14), therefore creating a certain expectation as to what could be considered a
translation and what would not be considered a translation. Furthermore, “norms make
actions and choices more predictable throughout a community or parts thereof and thus
help to circumscribe and regulate the field of translation” (Riccardi, 2002, p. 16). These
norms and conventions also govern the social and cultural discipline of translation (He,
2005). In summary, norms therefore serve two main purposes; they regulate and organize
the translation process and they govern the translation and the decisions made by the
translator.
Gideon Toury, along with many other translation theorists, regards translation as a
norm-governed activity (Toury, 1995). “If translating as a communicative and therefore
social activity is norm-governed, it follows that the entire operation of translation is
filtered through the values which norms secure” (Riccardi, 2002, p. 16), making it once
again evident that norms are important for the role a translator plays in the translation
process.
Furthermore, “the notion of norms assumes that the translator is essentially engaged
in a decision-making process” (Baker & Saldanha, 2008, p. 190), giving the translator a
more active role in translation decisions. The translator is seen as having a choice to make
as to whether he will follow the norms, or decide against following them. The choice to
follow certain norms or not is therefore solely the choice of the translator, which places a
large degree of responsibility on the translator. Norms “operate at the intermediate level
between competence and performance, where competence stands for the set of options
translators have at their disposal and performance refers to the options actually selected”
(Hermans, 2009, p. 75). Competence can therefore be a list of the options a translator can
choose from and performance the set of choices the translator actually decides to make
(Baker & Saldanha, 2008, p. 190).
It is therefore also evident that “acquiring a set of norms for determining what is
appropriate translational behaviour in a given community is a prerequisite for becoming a
translator within that community” (Baker & Saldanha, 2008, p. 190). Therefore, one can
say that norms are specific to a certain language community or group and are absolutely
vital to the translation profession. Furthermore, norms affect many different aspects of the
very complex translation process and therefore require the need for practical research and
investigation.
In many ways, Andrew Chesterman’s norm theory is similar to that of Gideon Toury’s.
Chesterman and Toury both see norms as descriptive and not prescriptive. Chesterman
“considers the way in which norms and even ‘normative laws’ appear to operate in
the world of translation, without necessarily wishing to recommend or impose them”
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(Hermans, 2009, p. 77). Although Toury and Chesterman’s norm theories are similar when
compared closely, “Chesterman looks at norms from a broader perspective, taking into
account not only process norms (as in Toury) but also product norms, as to obtain a wider
picture of the constraints operating on the practice and reception of translation” (Palumbo,
2009, p. 148). Chesterman’s norm theory is also considered an improvement on the
original theory set out by Toury. “Chesterman’s product and process norms correspond to
Nord’s constitutive and regulative conventions, they are a clear advance on Toury’s list”
(Hermans, 2009, p. 79).
Gideon Toury is often associated with the concept of norms, due to the fact that he
was the pioneer in introducing this concept into Translation Studies. The work of Jiří
Levý and Itamar Even-Zohar in the Polysystem theory paved the way for Toury’s norm
theory in translation and the emergence of Toury’s Descriptive Translation Studies or DTS
(Baker & Saldanha, 2008, p. 190), which also resulted in the introduction of his theory of
norms into Translation Studies (Pym, et al., 2008).
Gideon Toury “saw norms as performance instructions for translators and
distinguished different kinds of norms operating at different stages of the translation
process” (Hermans, 2013, p. 3). Toury (1995) discusses a three-dimensional approach to
the process of translation in his book titled Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond,
which consists of preliminary norms, initial norms, and operational norms.
Lawrence Venuti (1995) introduced two translation strategies, namely foreignisation
and domestication, in his book titled The Translator’s Invisibility: A History of
Translation. Foreignisation, according to Venuti (1995, p. 20), is “an ethno deviant
pressure on those (cultural) values to register the linguistic and cultural difference of the
foreign text, sending the reader abroad”. Foreignisation “refers to a translation strategy
aimed at rendering the ST conspicuous in the target text or, in other words, at avoiding
the fluency that would mask its being a translation (which can be seen as the result of the
opposite strategy of domestication)” (Palumbo, 2009, p. 48). Foreignisation’s main focus
is on literal translation. Foreignisation would therefore mean that the translator leaves
foreign words or concepts in the translation of the target text in order for the reader to
feel like he is reading a foreign text, therefore clearly indicating that the text has been
translated.
Domestication on the other hand is “an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to
target-language cultural values, bringing the author back home” (Venuti, 1995, p. 20).
Domestication “is a global strategy of translation aimed at producing a transparent, fluent
style in the TL” (Palumbo, 2009, p. 38). In terms of a domesticating approach, a translator
finds equivalents of foreign terms in the text to allow the reader to feel as though the text
were originally written in the target language.
These two strategies are closely linked to the terms of acceptability and adequacy,
which Toury uses to refer to the approach a translator takes in following norms of the
source text or creating norms that exist in the target language and culture. These two
concepts should not be seen as mutually exclusive but can be used interchangeably.
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In order to explain why a translation looks the way it does, one needs to ask the
question: “Why did the translator translate in that manner?” The answers to these kinds
of questions include “because he adhered to certain norms, because he had a certain
conception, interpretation of the source text” (Riccardi, 2002, p. 34). This can then be
furthered by more research and questioning into norms, such as the question which is
posed quite often, “to what particular norms did the translator adhere, or what was the
translational interpretation in this particular case?” (Riccardi, 2002, p. 34).
However, these questions can be ignored in the same manner that norms can be
ignored and not adhered to in many cases. Some translators believe that norms restrain
innovation and creative thinking (He, 2005) and therefore decide not to adhere to
them. Failing to apply certain norms or adhere to certain norms however is not always
considered a negative action; it can be considered part of a translator’s creativity (He,
2005). Furthermore, Chesterman argues that “norm-breaking may be deliberate, to
enhance the function of the translation” (Chesterman, 1993, p. 3). For example, it may go
against norms to veer from the source text, but the translation may require that you do in
fact move away from the source text in order to create a suitable translation. Furthermore,
some “literary translators might claim that their intention is precisely to break these
norms. And translations of advertisements sometimes appear deliberately to flout the
expectancy norms of the target culture” (Chesterman, 1997, p. 60).
When investigating norms in an existing translation, a translator must look at certain
aspects of the translation. Norms in translation “can be discovered by looking at two
kinds of material: primary texts (in this case translations), to see what translators have
actually done, and secondary (theoretical or critical) statements about what translators
should be doing, what they want to do, or what they want to be seen to be doing” (Pym,
1998, p. 111). Translational norms are “responsible for the field of translation making
any sense at all, even to the point where any norm is better than none” (Pym, 1998, pp.
110-111). Furthermore, He (2005, p. 56) argues that the translation product “is directly
shaped by the translator’s comprehension of the source texts and the specific strategies
he employs”. With two very varied languages, such as Chinese and English, each
following their own grammar and writing system, one can argue that Howard Goldblatt’
s intervention in rewritings and additions is inevitable in the translation of this novel (He,
2005).
Having noted the different translation theories, it is important however to keep in
mind that these norms are not in any way prescribed rules that one must follow. In fact,
many theorists including Chesterman and Toury prefer to see norms as being descriptive
rather than prescriptive (Pei, 2010, p. 29). “[N]orms are neither true nor false, for they do
not represent assertions. Rather, they stipulate what ought to happen, how things should
be” (Hermans, 2009, p. 84). Therefore, norms, in every instance, should not be seen as
set rules that must be followed but rather as constraints that a translator either chooses to
adhere to or not.
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Background: Red Sorghum
Red Sorghum was the second of Mo Yan’s novels to be published and his first American
publication. The Chinese novel was originally published under the name Red Sorghum
Clan.1 Many of the translations retained the word ‘clan’ in the translated title, with the
exception of the English translation which was simply called Red Sorghum. The complete
novel contains five volumes, Red Sorghum (which was originally published on its own)
and additional four volumes which are titled Sorghum Wine, Dog Ways, Sorghum Funeral,
and Strange Death.
Red Sorghum, which became widely known as a post-Mao breakthrough novel
(Goldblatt, 2009), was written by Mo Yan during his time at the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) college (Mo & Lin, 2006). Red Sorghum was not only a breakthrough
novel in terms of the excellent imagery and approach to writing but also due to the
fact that it broke down boundaries like no other Chinese novel had ever done before.
It broke down boundaries in terms of “sexual libertinism and truth-telling about the
war with Japan” (Link, 2012, p. 6) while at the same time creating an interesting plot.
Furthermore, in terms of its translation, Red Sorghum is described as a “challenging
and brilliant novel [which] is one of the most important doors that has been opened for
Westerners to gain a glimpse of Chinese history and culture as a robust alternative to
projecting Western values and identities on the East” (Davis-Undiano, 2012, p. 5). By
giving Western readers the opportunity to read stories about a period in China that many
Westerners were not aware of, it has created many new talking points and bridged huge
gaps between the West and China. Mo Yan’s “difficult and challenging vision […] opens
a door for Western engagement with Chinese culture as few others have done” (DavisUndiano, 2012, p. 5).
The novel was first published in China in 1986 and later translated and published
for the Western audience in 1993. This story is “a historical romance with bold and
unrestrained erotic imagery, [which] propelled Mo Yan’s writing into a new creative vista”
(Wang, 2000, p. 487). “On the surface, Red Sorghum seems to be about the war against
Japan. But in reality, it’s about the folklore and legends […]. Of course, it’s also about [the]
[…] longing for the contentment of love and a life of freedom” (Mo, 2010, p. 226). The
novel is therefore much more than just the truth-telling of trying times in China’s history
but a novel filled with stories of legends, love, and freedom, and one that could not go
unpublished.
The concept of red sorghum, a kind of wheat, is central to the novel as a metaphor
for change and loss. “Each culture has its own equivalent of red sorghum—a Palestinian
olive tree, a Canadian maple, a cotton bush in the American deep South” (Walter, 1993,
p. 1). In the novel one finds “explicit connections in the novel between blood, flesh, and
the sorghum fields, sustenance, and wine making, all situated around sorghum fields as a
source of vitality and a staging for death. The connectedness to the sorghum fields in the
novel is so pervasive as possibly to go unseen” (Davis-Undiano, 2012, p. 4). Sorghum
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is a kind of wheat which had been “used as food and as an ingredient of a potent wine,
[it] had been the focus and metaphor of peasant life during peacetime. In wartime, it
becomes intertwined with the struggle for life” (Avery, 2014, p. 6). The idea of sorghum
is therefore central to the novel and hence aptly chosen as the novel’s title.
In terms of Mo Yan’s literary style, Red Sorghum is not written in chronological order
but rather moves back and forth with the reader making connections between the different
events (Inge, 2000). Mo Yan’s novels are unique in this way. “For writers like Mo Yan,
and so many of his contemporaries, history is neither circular nor linear but random and
shifting, until the boundaries between past and present blur into obscurity” (Weston &
Jensen, 2000, p. 330).

Background: Mo Yan
Mo Yan is one of China’s most renowned literary writers, and Red Sorghum is his
best known novel. Born as Guan Moye in China, in 1955 (Mo & Lin, 2006), his nom
de plume Mo Yan translates into English as ‘do not speak’. This name was given to
him by his parents at a young age as advice during the Mao era in an attempt to get
him to refrain from speaking his mind while outdoors, due to China’s very unstable
revolutionary situation in the 1950s (Link, 2012). Although he is described as a man of
few words in public, his vivid, extremely expressive (Hewitt, 2012) writing tells a very
different story.
What sets Mo Yan apart from other Chinese authors is the fact that he writes powerful,
visual, and at times absurd stories about China and its people. His writing does not hold
back, breaking boundaries that no other writer dared to approach before. In China, writing
and especially literary writing is governed by many Chinese laws and one cannot simply
write as they please. Many Chinese writers were, and still are, fearful of being punished
for what they write on sensitive Chinese historical or cultural topics. “Over the past 25
years, Mo Yan […] has been writing brutally vibrant stories about rural life in China
that flout official Communist Party ideology and celebrate individualism. He also flouts
literary conformity, spiking his earthy realism with fantasy and hallucination” (Moore,
2012, p. 1). He goes beyond the boundaries that other Chinese writers seem to stick very
closely by. When it comes to writing, Mo Yan does not fear taking a path that is perhaps
less travelled, making him stand out from the crowd.
Mo Yan’s writing is magical in description, and horrific in detail. Mo Yan’s translator
Howard Goldblatt describes the writer’s work as “bawdy when he wants to be. Big and
bold, lots of adjectives, and long sentences. […] When he describes a scene, he does it
with every tool in his box. He turns things on their head and makes them be something
they could never be in real life. In Mo Yan’s hands, even the most horrific scenes have
a great beauty to them” (Moore, 2012, p. 1). Goldblatt describes him “as a quiet and
thoughtful autodidact” (Moore, 2012, p. 1). He also speaks very fondly of the Chinese
writer who claims he still has at least 300 old stories to tell in the form of novels one day
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(Hewitt, 2012).
The translation of Mo Yan’s novel Red Sorghum, along with many of his other
works, allowed the West and Western readers the chance to experience Chinese history
and culture in a completely new way. “Western active appreciation of Mo Yan signals
a Western openness to Chinese literature and a deepening engagement with Chinese
culture” (Davis-Undiano, 2012, p. 1). This novel is therefore not only a brilliant read
but creates an intercultural communication link between China and the West, bridging a
gap that is vast and allowing a completely new understanding of Chinese culture for the
Western world.

Background: Howard Goldblatt
Howard Goldblatt is often described as ‘prolific and influential’ (Post, 2014) and ‘modern
Chinese literature’s greatest translator’ (Levitt, 2013), and could therefore be considered
a pioneer translator for Chinese-English literature. Being the sole translator of Mo Yan’s
novels as well as several other Chinese-English translations, he has definitely made a name
for himself in the profession as an excellent translator. The task of translating Mo Yan’s
novels is not at all an easy one, even less so for someone who is not Chinese.
Goldblatt began his career in translation by translating Xiao Hong, a female writer
from China, and later contemporary authors like Chine Jo-hsi and Zhang Jie (Levitt,
2013). However, Goldblatt’s interest in Mo Yan began many years later. He first heard
of the writer in 1988 when his friend had sent him a copy of the Hong Kong literary
magazine which contained The Garlic Ballads by Mo Yan. Following what Goldblatt
described as ‘a powerful read’ he wrote to Mo Yan offering to be his English translator
(Levitt, 2013).
As Mo Yan’s sole English translator, Goldblatt has allowed the English-speaking
world a view into Chinese literature, culture, history, and the brilliant literary writings of
Mo Yan. Howard Goldblatt is now a well-known American literary translator of several
Chinese novels. Mo Yan’s Red Sorghum, The Republic of Wine (1992), The Garlic Ballads
(1989), Shifu, You’ll Do Anything for a Laugh (2003), Big Breasts and Wide Hips (1996),
and Wolf Totem (2004) are just a few of the many works translated by Goldblatt (Cohorst,
2012).
His work often appears with praise, perhaps something that is quite rare for a
translator. Translators who do their work well are often ‘invisible’ because a well
translated text should not be detected as having been translated. It is not until they
produce a work that is not well translated that they are truly seen, and in this case, it is
in a negative light. “If Howard Goldblatt is doing his job well, no one realizes that he’s
doing it at all” (Levitt, 2013, p. 1). However, his work still appears in media publications
in a very favourable light. His work has been displayed on the front pages of many
newspapers and magazines, including The Washington Post, TIME magazine, and The
New York Times.
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Furthermore, Howard Goldblatt’s translations often give the sense that the works
were originally written in English (Inge, 2000), a language that not many of the writers
for which he translates understand. In fact, Goldblatt has only worked with two writers
that understand English, one of which is the well-known writer Pai Hsien-yung (Levitt,
2013). A writer like Mo Yan, who does not speak English, would not be able to comment
or assist Goldblatt in the translation of Red Sorghum or any other of his works. It can
therefore be said that the translation of Red Sorghum is solely the work of Goldblatt with
very little contribution from the writer, other than the fact that he could be consulted
should there be a misunderstanding of the Chinese source text.
In terms of the actual approach to the translation process, Goldblatt sees translation
as primarily for the reader and not for the writer (Levitt, 2013). His focus is therefore
on producing a target text for English target readers and would most likely use a
domesticating approach to his translations. He believes that English translators “need to
produce something that can be readily accepted by an American readership” (Lingenfelter,
2007, p. 3). In other words, the purpose is to transfer the meaning to the reader, which
often means he moves away from the source text (Levitt, 2013) towards producing a
target text for his English readership. This approach to translation also indicates what his
attitude regarding translational norms is. His approach in terms of the initial norms would
be to follow English translational norms or English language norms, veering away from
Chinese language norms or Chinese translational norms.
Goldblatt goes on to explain that “a translator’s English is expected to be idiomatic
and contemporary without being flashy” (Lingenfelter, 2007, p. 3), which is very much
evident in his translation. His approach to handling linguistic problems is also interesting.
He asks whether the Chinese writer intended to write it in Chinese in a particular way
or whether his language dictated it to be that way. If it is the latter then he puts it into
English in a similar way, if it’s the former then he tries his best to convey that message in
idiomatic English (Lingenfelter, 2007).
According to Goldblatt, “accurately conveying the meaning and style of the original
work is a delicate task. It requires not just fluency in both languages and cultures but the
sensibility of a creative writer” (Cohorst, 2012, p. 1). Goldblatt believes that because the
Chinese and English languages are so disparate, a translator who translates between these
two languages needs to be more creative (Cohorst, 2012). This is evident in his English
translation of Red Sorghum.

The Empirical Study
Although Red Sorghum is an exquisite piece of literary work, it is undoubtedly not an
easy text to translate. Firstly, in terms of translating Mo Yan’s work, his writing style,
use of imagery, non-chronological style, and very culturally and historically based
topics requires a translator who is skillful in many different areas and not only a talented
or knowledgeable linguist. The fact that Mo Yan does not speak English is also both
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an advantage as well as a disadvantage. It is advantageous in that the translator holds
most of the power in translation decisions, but a disadvantage in that should Mo Yan
need to be consulted in terms of translations, he would not be able to provide his own
translations or suggestions for translations. Mo Yan is therefore not an easy writer to
translate for.
Furthermore, in terms of this novel which was set many years ago and very much
based on Chinese history, the text is also difficult to translate for a modern day English
target readership in a way in which it would be easily understood.
Finally the language combination further complicates matters. Translating between
Chinese and English is not only complicated by the differences the languages themselves
present but also the fact that so much of the Chinese and Western culture has become
intertwined with the languages.

The Act of Translating
Before approaching any act of translation, a translator has to overcome several crucial
problems and make decisions that are important in terms of the final translation. Being
aware of and understanding these vital points is of absolute importance in order to figure
out a strategy for translation. These translation strategies are not static, and can vary from
translator to translator and from text to text (Landers, 2001). In other words, what may
work for one translation or for one specific text may not be considered universal for all
other translations or other specific texts. The main focus of this empirical study will be on
the first volume of the novel.
In order to best illustrate the translation strategies and decisions made by Goldblatt,
fragments will be provided from the translation pertaining to these decisions and
strategies. Through looking at fragments from both source and target texts, one will be
able to determine the choices made by Goldblatt during the translation process as well as
being able to point out how he has approached culturally based translation and complex
translations, and what decisions have been made pertaining to the translational norms.

Comparison of Source and Target Texts: Red Sorghum
From the original source text language, one can see how important it is for the translator
of this particular novel to understand and be able to adapt the novel for English target
readers. Mo Yan, who grew up in Gaomi County of Shandong Province, makes use of
language that is specific to the area, often using the Gaomi dialect in the novel. This is
represented by the use of certain Chinese words that many native Chinese speakers in
other parts of China would not normally use. Examples of these are the Chinese words
‘niang’ and ‘die’2 which are used to refer to ‘mother’ and ‘father’ respectively in the
novel. These words, however, are not the common words for ‘mother’ and ‘father’ but are
colloquial words that were used in the area of Gaomi, particularly during the time of the
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Sino-Japanese War.
In order therefore to translate these types of words, the translator is required to
have extensive knowledge and understanding not only of the Chinese language but also
of the Gaomi dialect and other culturally based words. If the translator does not have
this extensive knowledge, a very good relationship between the original writer and the
translator needs to exist in order to ask for confirmation or further explanation, should it
be required. Howard Goldblatt, being a native English speaker who grew up in America,
could face issues when translating such culturally and historically based language. In
these kinds of cases a translator is left with the decision of how to translate terms or words
into the target language and culture. Does the translator translate these words or terms to
colloquial English terms and keep the style of the source text or does he ignore the source
text and use common English words? The examples that follow in the next section will
provide further investigation into these types of questions.
Furthermore, many of the words used in the novel also have a very strong flavour and
cultural influence, such as the vulgar language, swear words, proverbs, and idioms. It is in
the translation of these words, phrases, and sentences that Goldblatt is left with translation
decisions and the choice between following target language norms or source language
norms.

Translation Strategies
Translation strategies are the skills which a translator possesses in order to carry out the
process of translation. Translators often make use of translation strategies when they come
across difficulties in translating a certain text; these difficulties may vary and can include
both lexical and syntactic problems (Owji, 2013).
Investigation into translation strategies tells one much about the way in which a
translator approaches translating and the manner in which he produces a satisfactory
translation. It is only through research into translation strategies that one can determine
the norms for translating. Translation strategies are however not universal and vary
from translator to translator depending on their perception of a certain translation task.
Therefore, the translation strategies employed by Howard Goldblatt in the translation of
Red Sorghum may vary greatly from those used by other translators.

Preliminary Norms
The first and most important norm category as set out by Gideon Toury in his three
dimensional norm model is that of preliminary norms. In terms of the translation policy,
the English translation of Red Sorghum was translated by Howard Goldblatt “at the
request of the author” (Mo, 1993, p. 1). Red Sorghum was translated from the original
Chinese version into English for an American target readership. The text is translated
in order to bridge the gap between China and the West, allowing the Western readers to
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look into Chinese history and culture through the eyes of the literary writer, Mo Yan.
Howard Goldblatt has also translated several other of Mo Yan’s novels which provide an
exhilarating read for overseas Chinese and Western readers.  
In terms of the directness of the translation, the English translation is translated
directly from the original Chinese source text with no mediation from any other
languages, nor was there a need for mediating languages. In this particular translation
Goldblatt has also taken the source text as the yardstick for translating, in that he sticks
closely to the story and information in the source text.
These preliminary norms are similar to Chesterman’s ‘product’ or ‘expectancy’ norms
(Chesterman, 1997, p. 64) in that they state what is expected from a translation. These
expectancy norms can also include the confirmation of prevalent norms which are set out
by Goldblatt himself (Munday, 2001, p. 119). For example, Goldblatt believes a translator
ensures that the translation is fluent and natural in the target text, which sets the standard
for his translational product. This translation must also be expected to be understood by
the target readership, therefore stipulating that many of the Chinese cultural terms and
expressions should be translated for the target readership.
Before the Chinese Cultural Revolution, not many translations of Chinese novels
were produced; it was only after this time that both translations, and the demand for them,
began to increase immensely. Hence, the sudden increase in Chinese-English as well as
English-Chinese translations, including the translation of Red Sorghum.

Initial Norms
The second category of Toury’s norm theory is that of initial norms. In terms of the initial
norms for this particular translation, one would expect that a Chinese-English translation
would make use of a domesticating approach with foreignisation as a supplement.
This however is not completely the case with this particular translation product. In this
translation, Goldblatt stays close to the original source text but also translates with the
target readers in mind, which therefore requires the addition of information or creation of
norms for the target language and culture. In several cases he makes use of foreignising
approaches, but at the same time also makes use of domesticating approaches in several
examples.
Through primary research into the translation of Red Sorghum, it appears that the
target text is source-orientated due to the abundance of retained Chinese cultural words,
expressions, and names. The novel contains foreign concepts which many other original
English novels would not. However, it is only through more in-depth research that
it can be said that Goldblatt subjects himself both to linguistic and cultural norms of
the source text and the linguistic and cultural norms of the target text. He does this by
retaining cultural words, expressions, and concepts while also translating several idioms
and culturally based words for the target readership. He therefore does not follow one
specific method of translation but combines both the TT culture and language and
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the ST culture and language norms, focusing on acceptability of the text as well as
adequacy.
It is therefore evident that no clear-cut division exists between these two polar
alternatives of acceptability and adequacy and that a translator may make use of
both strategies interchangeably. This can also be said about the translation strategies,
foreignisation and domestication. Goldblatt makes use of both foreignisation and
domestication strategies throughout the translation of the novel, which is evident in
several examples found during this investigation.  
However, in terms of the general strategy used in translating Chinese-English, one
would assume that a domesticating strategy would be the most effective for translating
a text due to the fact that many Chinese cultural items, if translated using a foreignising
approach, would not be understood at all. In order to create a satisfactory translation,
foreignization should be used in English-Chinese translation with domestication as an
extra option, while in Chinese-English translation, domestication should be used as
much as possible. The reason being that Chinese people would be more accepting of
Western values and culture and more understanding of these concepts than the Western
people would be of Chinese culture and values (Xu & Zhang, 2002, pp. 36-38). However,
Howard Goldblatt states in his translator’s note found in the front of the English
translation of the novel that “some deletions have been made, with the author’s approval,
and minor inconsistencies, particularly in dates and ages, have been corrected” (Mo,
1993, p. 1), therefore also domesticating the translation.
With two culturally very different languages, investigation into the strategies
employed by Goldblatt in these types of translation situations is important and necessary.

Operational Norms
Operational norms are those norms that deal with the decisions surrounding the actual
translation process, which can be further divided into matricial and textual-linguistic
norms (Toury, 1995). In terms of matricial norms in the Chinese-English translation of
Red Sorghum, the original Chinese novel is identical in terms of the division of chapters.
Both the Chinese and English versions of the novel contain 9 chapters. The first volume
of the English translation consists of 86 pages, while the Chinese source text is 88 pages
long. Both texts are therefore similar in length and layout. In terms of the matricial
norms, there are several sentences which, in Chinese, are extensively long and which
have been divided into two or three sentences in the English target text to allow for an
easier reading.
The following examples are the fragments found in the English translation of Mo
Yan’s Red Sorghum which show the approach Goldblatt takes in translating between the
source and the target languages and cultures and the decisions he makes in terms of the
initial norms.
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Idioms, Cultural Expressions and Proverbs
The fragments below show the strategies employed by Goldblatt in finding an
equivalent in the English language for the translation of common Chinese cultural
expressions, proverbs, and idioms. Cultural expressions, proverbs, and idioms are very
common in the Chinese language, however they are used less commonly in English.
The use of these kinds of linguistic devices are often vital to the Chinese language and
therefore investigation into the method used in translating them into English is of vital
importance.
Fragment 1
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

你好大的命！(p. 10)

‘The heavens have smiled on you!’ (p. 12)

[Your good big life]
(Mo, 1993)

In the above example, Goldblatt could not have literally translated the original
Chinese text to mean ‘your good big life’, as it would not have made sense to English
target readers and therefore not have been accepted as a translation. The strategy which he
employs is to use an equivalent English translation which carries across a similar meaning
to the source text, therefore following target language norms.
However, Goldblatt does not follow this translation strategy throughout the novel.
In fact in the later volumes of the novel, Goldblatt has made the decision to translate a
Chinese idiom literally into English. This Chinese idiom already has a suitable English
equivalent that can be found in any Chinese-English dictionary.
Original Chinese source text: ‘兔子不吃窝边草’ (Word for word translation: Rabbit not eat
burrow next to grass.)
Goldblatt’s English translation: A rabbit doesn’t eat the grass around its burrow.
Common English equivalent: A villain doesn’t hurt his neighbours.
(Peng, 2014, p. 346)

In this particular translation of an idiom, found in a later volume of the novel,
Goldblatt has gone against the domesticating norm, making use of a foreignising strategy.
This is the first instance which indicates that Goldblatt does not always have a universal
strategy for the translation of idioms, but rather a changing strategy according to the
context and translation that is most needed.
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Fragment 2
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

任副官全无知觉，昂首阔步，有条不紊，迎
着齿轮般旋转的太阳。(p. 63)
[Adjutant Ren whole not know think, stride
forward, regular and thorough, welcome gear
wheel like transfer of sun.]

Adjutant Ren, unaware of what was happening,
strode confidently into the village, the bright
yellow gear-wheel in the sky shining in his
face. (p. 62)

(Mo, 1993)

The fragment above further indicates Goldblatt’s intervention in the translation of Red
Sorghum. Idioms which are commonly used in Mandarin Chinese are indispensable parts
of language. In this case he translated the original Chinese idiom into English as ‘strode
confidently into the village’. Where the Chinese source text idiom [昂首阔步] (word for
word translation: stride forward, idiom: striding forward with head high) only indicates
the manner in which he walks, Goldblatt has added the place to which he walks. Goldblatt
therefore makes the English translation more fluent and idiomatic through the addition of
this information.
In the translation of idioms, it is the content of the source message that is of vital
importance, and not the style that is essential. Many idioms cannot be translated literally
as they would go beyond the acceptability of the English target readers.
Fragment 3
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

奶奶说： “ 占鳌，不能让任副官走，千军易
得一将难求。” (p. 59)
[Grandma says: ‘Zhan’Ao, not can let Adjutant
Ren leave, one thousand soldiers easy get
one general difficult to look for.’]

‘Zhan’ao,’ Grandma said, ‘you can’t let Adjutant
Ren go. Soldiers are easy to recruit, but
generals are worth their weight in gold.’ (p.
58)

(Mo, 1993)

The fragment above is another example of the Chinese cultural translations which
involve the translation of proverbs found in the Chinese source text. In this fragment, the
source text makes use of the proverb [千军易得一将难求] (word for word translation:
One thousand soldiers easy get, one general difficult to find) which Goldblatt has chosen
to translate using the English phrase which is the most equivalent to the original source
text, namely ‘Soldiers are easy to recruit, but generals are worth their weight in gold’.
Even though this is not an exact translation of the proverb, the message is carried across
in a similar way to English target readers. One can see that Goldblatt looked at whether
the original writer intended the proverb to be that way or whether his language dictated
it to be that way. In this instance, the Chinese language would have dictated the use of
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a proverb in such a way, hence making it possible for Goldblatt to translate using an
equivalent in English. Furthermore, Goldblatt has made the decision to translate the
idiom with the use of an equivalent English idiom, in keeping with the original source
text style.
Fragment 4
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT
他问：
“你没送他点见面礼？”罗汉大爷说：
“不讲理， 狗！不讲理，他们硬抓我来的。
”
(p. 18)
[He asks: You not give him greeting present?
Uncle Arhat says: ‘Don’t argue, dog! Don’t
argue, they drag me come here.]

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT
‘You didn’t give him anything to grease the
skids?’
‘Those mad dogs dragged me here against my
will’ (p. 20)

(Mo, 1993)

In this fragment, Goldblatt has made use of an interesting translation of a cultural
based expression for the Chinese words, [见面礼] (word for word translation: greeting
present) which he translates using an American English idiom ‘grease the skids’. This
idiom is used to describe things that help things to run smoothly, such as bribes. Here
Goldblatt is loyal to the TL, making use of the language’s resources to create a text that is
acceptable for the target readership, while keeping the SL interference to a minimum.
Fragment 5
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

鬼子的第一辆汽车加足马力冲上桥头，前轮
子扎在朝天的耙齿上。轮子破了，哧哧地泄
着气。(pp. 81-81)
[Japanese first truck at full power up bridge
head, front tires plunge into rake barrier, tires
broken, giggling escape gas.]

The lead Jap truck revved its engine to get across
the bridge, but the front wheels ran over the
rake barrier; loud hissing sighs escaped from the
punctured tires. (p. 79)

(Mo, 1993)

In the fragment above, the Chinese idiom [加足马力] (fig. at full power, lit. add foot
horse power) has been translated into English making use of the phrase ‘revved its engine’
which is similar to the message the source text is trying to convey. Once again Goldblatt has
focused on the target readership, subjecting himself to the target language and culture norms.
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Fragment 6
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

心急喝不得热粘粥。(p. 6)
[Heart anxious, drink not hot glutinous gruel.]

Greedy eaters never get the hot gruel. (p. 8)

(Mo, 1993)

In addition, the fragment above is another example of the translation of Chinese
idioms found in Red Sorghum. In this example, Goldblatt has once again decided to
translate the Chinese idiom into an equivalent English sentence which carries across a
similar meaning to the original text in a manner which can be understood by the target
readership.
Fragment 7
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

队伍里的人拙嘴笨舌，总学不出正调。趴
在墙外的孩子们，把这首歌儿学得滚瓜溜
熟。我的父亲生前，还牢牢记着这首歌的
曲词。(p. 57)
[Troops inside people clumsy mouths stupid
words, always study not out appropriate tune,
climb at wall outside children, take this song
study until know fluently. My father whole
life, still firmly remember this song’s lyrics.]

The men, with tin ears and stiff tongues, never
did learn how to sing it right, but the kids on
the other side of the wall soon had it down
pat. My father never forgot this song as long as
he lived. (p. 57)

(Mo, 1993)

The fragment above is an additional example of the translation of Chinese idioms
found in the source text. Here Goldblatt translates the Chinese idiom [滚瓜溜熟] (fig. to
know something fluently. lit. Ripe as melon that rolls from its vine) into English using an
equivalent English idiom ‘had it down pat’, which again carries across a similar meaning
to that of the Chinese source text. It is evident that Goldblatt has translated this Chinese
idiom with the use of another English idiom, therefore conforming to both ST and TT
linguistic and cultural norms.
It is through the evaluation and investigation into the above 7 fragments found in the
first volume of the novel that one can determine the strategy which Goldblatt follows in
terms of the translation of idioms, proverbs, and cultural phrases. It can be said that in
terms of the translation of idioms found in Red Sorghum, Goldblatt makes use of target
language idioms in the translation, should a suitable idiom exist. If there are no existing
TL idioms, then the message must be carried across through employing sentences in the
TL which are similar in meaning or through sentences which can adequately carry across
the original idiom’s message. In several cases Goldblatt has translated Chinese idioms into
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equivalent English idioms to retain the style of the original source text, hence following
a domesticating approach that would allow for acceptability of the translation. This is the
most effective way of translating culturally based idioms in that it allows the text to be
understood and accepted by its target readers while still retaining the idiom usage of the
original source text.

Measurements, Time, and Money
The second common translation occurrence that will be discussed is that of the translation
of measurements, time, and money. In the English translation of Red Sorghum, differences
in measurements in the Chinese measurement system and Western measurement systems
have been altered or additional information has been added to facilitate understanding. In
this second category of operational norms, Goldblatt has adhered to English translation
norms and made use of the addition of information in order for the English target
readership to understand the novel, hence facilitating acceptability. Below are several
examples which indicate the translation strategies employed by Goldblatt in these kinds
of translations.
Fragment 8
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

长七十里的低尘土洼平原上，除了点缀着几
十个村庄，纵横着两条河流，曲折着几十条乡
间土路外，绿浪舨招展着的全是高粱。(p. 13)
[Long seventy li of low-lying plains of dust, except
for the dozens of linked villages, the crisscross of
the two rivers, a few village winding dirt paths, the
green wave swaying whole is sorghum.]

Except for a handful of tiny villages, two
crossing rivers, and a few dozen winding dirt
paths, the marshy plain, which measured sixty
by seventy-odd li—or about twenty by twentyfive miles—was covered with sorghum that
waved like an ocean of green.
(p. 15)

(Mo, 1993)
Fragment 9
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

走了一里又一里，白日斜射，青天如涧，外
曾祖父被毛驴甩在后面，毛驴认识路径，驮
着奶奶，徜徉前行。(p. 75)
[Walked one li again one li, white day slicing
through, clear sky like stream, Great-Granddad
by donkey leave behind at back, donkey know
path, carry Grandma, unhurriedly move forward.]

The distance between them lengthened, one li
at a time, with the sun’s rays slanting down,
the sky high and clear; the donkey quickly
outpaced Great-Granddad. Since it knew the
way home, it carried Grandma at a carefree
saunter. (p. 73)

(Mo, 1993)
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In the above two fragments the Chinese measurement ‘li’ [里] has been used in the
source text as well as in the English target translation. If this were to be used on its own
it would not be understood as it is a foreign concept to English language readers. The
word ‘li’ [里] is used to describe a Chinese mile which is the equivalent of 500 meters in
measurement.
In the two fragments above, Goldblatt decided to keep the original ‘li’ from the source
text in the target translation, hence following a foreignising approach to the translation.
He has however also added additional information in the fragment which appears first
in the translated text in order for it to be understood by its target readers, hence also
following a domesticating approach. With the addition of information such as ‘or about
twenty by twenty-five miles’, Goldblatt allows the text to be understood by its readers
while still giving them a sense of the original Chinese source text.
However in the second fragment, the English translation contains no further
explanation as to what ‘li’ means, but assumes that the target readers are now aware of
this new concept which has been explained a few pages earlier on in the novel. It can
therefore be said that Goldblatt follows both a foreignising and domesticating approach,
domesticating the concept when it first appears in the translation through the addition of
extra information and later making use of the foreignising approach when the concept
appears a second time around.
Fragment 10
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

奶奶那年身高一米六○，体重六十公斤，上
穿碎花洋布褂子，下穿绿色短裤，脚脖子上
扎着深红色的绸带子。(p. 42)
[Grandmother that year body tall one meter six
zero, weight sixty kilograms, wearing floral
calico gown, bottom wearing green shorts,
ankle on wearing a deep red colour ribbon.]

That year Grandma was five feet four inches
tall and weighed about 130 pounds. She was
wearing a cotton print jacket over green satin
trousers, with scarlet bands of silk tied around
her ankles. (p. 42)

(Mo, 1993)

In the above fragment the weight measurement has been altered in order to facilitate
understanding. Hence, its main focus is on the acceptability of the translation. The original
Chinese text states that Grandma weighs 60 kilograms which is translated as 130 pounds
in the English target translation, employing a domesticating strategy to the translation.
This fragment in particular shows that Goldblatt has taken his main target readership
into account when translating, namely an American target readership. Many Englishspeaking target readers would be able to understand the translation had the translator used
kilograms, however Goldblatt made the active decision to convert it to pounds both to
ensure American target readers would accept the text, as well as to translate the source
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text in a manner he was more familiar with.
Fragment 11
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

一根裹脚步，长一丈余，外曾祖母用它，勒
断了奶奶的脚骨，把八个脚趾，折断在脚
底，真惨！ (p. 42)
One bound foot, length one ten Chinese foot
(slightly less than a yard) surplus, GreatGrandma uses it, bind broke grandmother’s foot
bones, take eight toenails, break at foot base,
really tragic!]

A yard in length, the cloth bindings were
wound around all the big toes until the bones
cracked and the toes turned under.
(p. 42)

(Mo, 1993)

This fragment is similar to the one above, in that measurements have also been
altered for the target readership. At this particular time in Chinese history, it was common
practice to bind feet, and hence a foot was measured at about 3 inches, therefore making
ten feet the measurement of slightly less than a yard, which Goldblatt equates to one yard.
Hence, the translation makes use of the American system of measurement which uses
yards. In order to translate this information, Goldblatt would have had to have a good
understanding of Chinese history and systems of measurement during the time at which
the novel was written, using his own knowledge to equate this information into terms
understandable by the target readership.
Fragment 12
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

后来，他脸上又漾出笑容，说：“任副官，当
众打他五十马鞭，给玲子家二十块大洋，怎
么样？”(p. 58)
[In the end, his face on again overflow smile,
say: Adjutant Ren, when many hit he fifty
lashes, give Lingzi family twenty kuai silver
yuan, how about?]

Finally, he smiled and said, ‘Adjutant Ren,
what do you say we give him fifty lashes in
front of the men and compensate Lingzi’s
family with twenty silver dollars?’
(p. 58)

(Mo, 1993)

In the following fragment also pertaining to measurements, Goldblatt translates the
text again making use of a domesticating approach in which he converts the Chinese
monetary unit of [块大洋] ‘kuai silver yuan’ to ‘silver dollars’, which would be better
understood by the target readership, once again using a unit of currency that he is more
familiar with. He does not however change the amount indicated, retaining the number
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‘twenty’ in both currencies and in both source and target texts, indicating that the amount
was not of vital importance to the storyline. It is evident that Goldblatt not only translates
for his target readership but also translates in terms of his own knowledge, using terms of
expression that he is most familiar with.
Fragment 13
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

我查阅过县志，县志载：民国二十七年，日
军捉高密、平度、胶县民夫累计四十万人
次，修筑胶平公路。(p. 13)
[I consulted general history of the county,
general history record in writing: Republic
of China twenty seven years, Japanese army
capture Gaomi, Pingdu, Jiao counties manual
worker plan forty hundred thousand times,
repair Jiaoping highway.]

In country records I discovered that in 1938,
the twenty-seventh year of the Republic,
four hundred thousand man days were spent by
local workers from Gaomi, Pingdu, and Jiao
counties in the service of the Japanese army to
build the Jiao-Ping highway. (p. 15)

(Mo, 1993)

The above fragment found in the translation makes use of an interesting way of writing
the years. In the Chinese source text Mo Yan has used the years of the Republic, indicating
how many years since China first became a Republic in 1912. In this particular fragment,
[民国二十七年] (word for word translation: Republic twenty-seven year) is translated into
English using a domesticating approach. The translation therefore includes 1938, while still
retaining the sentence ‘twenty-seventh year of the Republic’ in the translation. This gives
the English target readership the best of both worlds in that the reader is receiving both the
original text while still being able to understand the exact year. In this way, Goldblatt is
loyal to the original writer while bringing the source text to the target readership.
Fragment 14
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

民国元年，曲阜县孔夫子家的“哭丧户”专
程前来学习过哭腔。(p. 46)
[Republic of China original year, Qufu
county, Confucius home of “wailers” particular
journey to come study past crying tune.]

During 1912, the first year of the Republic,
professional mourners known as ‘wailers’ came
from Qufu, the home of Confucius, to study
local weeping techniques.
(p. 46)

(Mo, 1993)

The above fragment is an extension and further example of the fragment directly prior
to this one in which a similar translation strategy has been employed in the translation of
this part of the text. Goldblatt has again retained the source text information which states
the ‘first year of the Republic’ while adding the actual year, 1912.
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It can therefore be determined that in terms of the translation of dates, Goldblatt makes
use of additional information in the target text in order to allow better understanding of
foreign concepts when the dates are not universal between Chinese and English language
speakers. In terms of the initial norms pertaining to dates, times, and measurements,
Goldblatt also conforms to both ST and TT norms, using both foreignisation and
domestication interchangeably.

Language Specific Descriptions
Language specific descriptions deal with the aspects that languages themselves present,
complicating the translation process. These include phrases that if they were to be
translated literally would not make sense at all. With two languages, such as Chinese and
English, which have so many differences in the alphabetic/writing and pronunciation
aspects, there is an abundance of language-specific descriptions that require the need for
effective translation strategies.
Fragment 15
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

秋风起，天气凉，一群群大雁往南飞，一会
儿排成个“一”字，一会儿排成个“人”字，
等等。(p. 5)
[Autumn wind up, weather cold, one flock of geese
fly south, while arranged in a “one” character,
while arranged in a “person” character, and so on.]

Autumn winds brought cool air, and wild
geese flew through the sky heading south, their
formation changing from a straight line one
minute to a V the next. (p. 5)

(Mo, 1993)

An additional example found in the translation of Red Sorghum that has been altered
to better facilitate understanding is this part of the text which discusses the way in which
the geese fly. In the original source text, Mo Yan uses Chinese characters to indicate
the pattern in which the birds fly, namely the ‘one’ character and the ‘person’ character
which form the same pattern as a straight line and an inverted V-shape. In the translation,
Goldblatt has altered the text to make use of symbols that the English target readership
would understand. This is vital in creating a text that will be received by the target
readership, therefore taking acceptability into account.
Once again it is evident that Goldblatt often writes for the target reader, which is
exactly as he claims to translate. In this example, Goldblatt adheres to the source text,
with the alteration being made in the target text for better understanding amongst the
target readership. In this particular translation, Goldblatt also omits information that does
not have any relevance, such as the words ‘so on’.
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Fragment 16
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

高粱地里悠长的哭声里，夹杂着疙疙瘩瘩的
字眼：青天哟——蓝天哟——花花绿绿的
天哟——棒槌哟亲哥哟你死了——可就塌
了妹妹的天哟——我不得不告诉您，我们高
密东北乡女人哭丧跟唱歌一样优美。(p. 46)
[Sorghum field inside drawn out of cry sound
inside, mixed together dotted of words: Blue sky
oh!—Brightly coloured sky oh!—wooden club to
beat clothes oh dear older brother oh you died can
just collapse little sister’s sky oh. I cannot help
not tell you, we Gaomi Eastern village women
wailing with singing a song the same beauty.]

The disconsolate weeping in the sorghum field
was dotted with words, like knots in a piece of
wood: A blue sky yo—a sapphire sky yo—a
painted sky yo—a mighty cudgel yo—dear elder
brother yo—death has claimed you—you have
brought down little sister’s sky yo—. I must tell
you that the weeping of woman from Northeast
Gaomi Township makes beautiful music. (p. 46)

(Mo, 1993)

In the above fragment, the target text translation has retained interjections found in the
source text which are not commonly used in the English language. Goldblatt has therefore
chosen source text norms over those of the target text, with the repetition of the words, ‘oh’
in the target text. These words do not serve any purpose in the text itself but rather serve
the purpose of artistic language use. It is interesting that Goldblatt made the decision to
keep these interjections as they do not in any way affect the understanding of the text but
yet complicate the overall literary style of the English translation.

Onomatopoeia
The third translation category in terms of the operational norms is that of onomatopoeia,
which appears very commonly in the source text. Onomatopoeia, “also known as echoism,
refers to the formation of a word by imitating the natural sound associated with the object
or action involved” (Yungen, 2001, p. 706). The translation of onomatopoeia and the task
of vividly conveying the Chinese onomatopoeia presented in the novel into English is not
an easy task but it is an important part of translation. Goldblatt employs three different
strategies in the translation of these, namely paraphrase, interpret, and rewrite.
Fragment 17
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

一个日本兵端着枪，在罗汉大爷眼前晃着，
鬼子说：“呜哩哇啦哑啦哩呜！”(pp. 14-15)
[One Japanese soldier carry gun, at Arhat big
grandfather eyes in front shake, devils say:
‘wuliwalayalaliwu!’]

Uncle Arhat squatted on the ground without
making a sound, so one of the Japanese
soldiers walked up and waved his rifle in front
of Uncle Arhat’s face. ‘Minliwala, yalalimin!’
he grunted. (p. 17)

(Mo, 1993)
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In the above fragment, Goldblatt has recreated the artistic effect in the target
translation, hence following the interpreting approach to the translation of onomatopoeia.
The use of the words ‘Minliwala, yalalimin’, which are not in existence in the English
language, reproduces the original artistic effect which is very similar to the Chinese words
[呜哩哇啦哑啦哩呜] ‘wuliwalayalaliwu’, which also have no actual meaning but only
represent sounds.
Another interesting translation decision made by Goldblatt in this particular fragment
is the translation of the words [日本鬼子] (word for word translation: Japanese Ghosts)
which is a Chinese cultural expression used to refer to the Japanese soldiers during the
Sino-Japanese War. This was considered a very degrading term for the soldiers. However,
Goldblatt has decided to translate this in a peaceful manner, making use of ‘he’ instead
of translating the name for the Japanese soldier. He has perhaps avoided this translation,
knowing that the Western target readers would not understand the hatred in the words of
the original Chinese writer.
Fragment 18
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

奶奶端起酒，咕咚咕咚喝了。(p. 28)
[Grandma hold level up wine, splash, splash,
drunk.]

She picked up her cup and drank the wine
down noisily. (p. 29)

(Mo, 1993)

The second example of the translation of onomatopoeia in the translation of Red
Sorghum is the above example of Grandma drinking her wine. Goldblatt has here made
use of a paraphrase strategy. Instead of explaining exactly how Grandma drinks her wine,
he simply adds the word ‘noisily’, leaving the target readers to imagine the noises she
makes. This could be for two reasons, the first of which being that there is no exact English
translation in existence for the Chinese onomatopoeia used in the text. Secondly, it could
be due to the fact that Goldblatt felt that the nature of the Chinese language stipulated that
particular usage, and therefore found the best approach would be to find an equivalent way
of writing the same sentence in English, which the target readers would understand.
Fragment 19
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

高粱地里传来鸽子咕咕咕咕的叫声。(p. 43)
[Sorghum field inside come through doves
‘bird sound’ call sound.]

Doves cooed in the fields. (p. 43)

(Mo, 1993)

The third example of onomatopoeia found in the translation is one in which Goldblatt
uses the interpreting approach to translation. He therefore translates making use of the
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word ‘cooed’, which is the English equivalent for the bird sounds in the source text.
Fragment 20
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

奶奶听到风吹高粱，哗哗哗啦啦啦，一浪赶
着一浪，响到远方。(pp. 48-49)
[Grandmother hears wind Sorghum, crashing
sounds, one wave catch up with another one
wave, sound until distant location.]

Grandma could hear the shh-shh of rustling
sorghum, one wave close upon another,
carrying the sound off into the distance. (p. 49)

(Mo, 1993)

This fragment contains further examples of the translation of onomatopoeia in the
translation of Red Sorghum. Once again, Goldblatt has made use of an interpreting strategy.
This could be as a result of there being no actual translation that exists for the Chinese
source text onomatopoeia, leading to the translation of ‘shh-shh’ in the English target text.
Fragment 21
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

爷爷笨拙地站起来，灰白的眼珠子转动着， Granddad clumsily stood up, and his ashen
eyeballs fluttered as he said, ‘Woo—woo—
说：“喔——喔——枪——枪。”(p. 85)
[Grandfather original clumsily stopped stood gun —gun.’ (p. 83)
up, ash white of eyeballs turn move say:
(marker of surprise)—(marker of surprise)
—gun—gun.]
(Mo, 1993)

The above fragment is another example of translation of onomatopoeia in Red
Sorghum, which has been directly interpreted into English, even retaining the noun ‘gun’
in the translation.
Fragment 22
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

他的脸膛里的器官砰砰啪啪地碰撞着，他说
不出是惊恐还是愤怒，他想用力嚎叫，但嘴
巴被奶奶的手掌牢牢地捂住了。(p. 37)
[His facial shape inside to cry, body organ
thump thump bang bang to collide, he
speak not come out is alarmed or angry, he
thinks use power howl call out, but mouth by
Grandma palm firmly covered.]

His heart was pounding against the wall of his
chest—thump thump thump—and he didn’t
know if it was from fear or anger. He wanted to
scream, but Grandma’s hand clasped too tightly
over his mouth. (p. 37)

(Mo, 1993)
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The above fragment, which contains onomatopoeia in the source text, discusses the
sound made by the heart. The Chinese heart sound has been translated into the English
equivalent sound, therefore following an interpreting strategy.
Fragment 23
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

由于下小雨，奶奶穿了一双用桐油浸泡过
十几遍的绣花油鞋，一走克朗克朗地响。(p.
42)
[Due to drizzle, Grandma wore one pair of use
Japanese wood-oil tree/tung oil pass more than
ten times of embroidery oil shoes, one walk
squishing sound ‘clang’.]

Since it was drizzling, she had put on a pair of
embroidered slippers soaked a dozen times in
tong oil, which made a squishing sound when
she walked. (p. 42)

(Mo, 1993)

The translation of this fragment containing onomatopoeia makes use of a rewriting
strategy, as there is no exact equivalent of the onomatopoeia that is found in the source
text. In fact there is no actual English translation for the words [克朗克朗], therefore
Goldblatt is forced to follow a rewriting strategy.
Fragment 24
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

吹鼓手如梦方醒，在轿后猛地吹响了大喇
叭，大喇叭说：“呣咚——呣咚——” “ 猛捅
——猛捅——” 轿前有人模仿着喇叭声说，
前前后后响起一阵粗野的笑声。(p. 46)
[The musicians like dream wake up, at chair
back violently blow sound big trumpet,
big trumpet say: Um boom—hmm boom.
Abrupt let out—abrupt let out.
Chair in front person imitate trumpet sound,
front front back back sound up one rough
laughter.]

The musicians, as though snapping out of a
trance, struck up their instruments. A trumpet
blared from behind the chair: ‘Too-tah—too
—tah—’ ‘Poo-pah—poo-pah—’ One of the
bearers up front imitated the trumpet sound,
evoking coarse, raucous laughter all around.
(p. 47)

(Mo, 1993)

In the above fragment Goldblatt also makes use of a rewriting strategy, translating the
Chinese original source text into English as ‘Too-tah—too-tah—’ ‘Poo-pah—poo-pah—’,
hence allowing acceptability.
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Fragment 25
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

罗汉大爷瞄准骡脸，啪地一响，铁锹正中骡
子宽广的脑门，坚固的头骨与锹刃相撞，一
阵震颤，通过锹柄传导，使罗汉大爷双臂酸
麻。(pp. 23-24)
[Uncle Arhat aim at mule face, bang one
sound, spade middle mule broad forehead, hard
skull and wail of blade crash, one reverberation,
pass through spade handle conduct, make Uncle
Arhat’s two arms ache feel numb.]

Uncle Arhat took careful aim at the animal’s face
—crack—the hoe landed smack on its broad
forehead, emitting a resounding clang as metal
struck bone, the reverberation passing through
the wooden handle and stinging Uncle Arhat’s
arms. (p. 25)

(Mo, 1993)

Lastly, the final example of onomatopoeia in the novel shows how Goldblatt has
employed a rewriting strategy in the translation of [啪地一响] (word for word translation:
bang one sound) through the use of the word ‘crack’ in the English translation.

Omissions
There are several examples of omissions in the translation of Red Sorghum. These often
occur due to the cultural or historical gaps between China and the West, but could also be
a result of the information being redundant should it be translated in the target text.
Fragment 26
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

长大后努力学习马克思主义。(p. 2)

‘until I’d grown up’ (p. 2)

[Grow big after hard study Marx ideology]
(Mo, 1993)

In the English target translation, Chinese cultural and historical knowledge has
been omitted. In the above fragment Goldblatt has omitted information pertaining to
Marxism. The omission of this sentence could be a result of English readers finding it
incomprehensible and perhaps insignificant. Marxism is very much rooted in Chinese
history, and his literature was often translated into Chinese, which resulted in many
Chinese students studying his ideology. It can therefore be said that it is normative,
according to Goldblatt, to omit information that does not affect the target text reader’s
understanding of the text should the information that is being omitted contain information
that is not important to the target readership.
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Fragment 27
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

她是三九年八月中秋节那场大屠杀的幸存
者，那时她因脚上生疮跑不动，被丈夫塞
进地瓜窖子里藏起来，天凑地巧活了下来。
(pp. 11-12)
[She is thirty nine year eight month middle
autumn festival that massacre survivor, that
time she because foot up hurt ulcer run not
move, by husband hidden yam inside cellar up
arrive, heavens timely move down come.]

She had survived the Mid-Autumn Festival
massacre in ’39 only because her ulcerated legs
had made walking impossible, and her husband
had hidden her in a yam cellar. The heavens
had smiled on her. (pp.13-14)

(Mo, 1993)

An additional example of omissions in the target text is the above fragment which
omits dates from the source language in the English translation. Due to the differences in
Chinese Lunar calendars and Western Gregorian calendars, the date of the Mid-Autumn
festival would take place in different months of the year. Therefore, information in the
source text pertaining to the actual month in which the Mid-Autumn Festival took place
has been omitted in the target translation. If this date had been translated directly, it could
be confusing, hence the omission of the month in the target text.
Fragment 28
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

爷爷一九五八年从日本北海道的荒山野岭
中回来时，已经不太会说话，每个字都像沉
重的石块一样从他口里往外吐。(p. 85)
[Grandfather 1958 year from Japan Hokkaido’s
desert mountain open space mountain range middle
come back time, already not too can speak, every
word all like heavy of stone the same from his
mouth inside come out spit.]

Granddad had returned from the desolate
Japanese mountains of Hokkaido scarcely able
to speak, spitting out each word as though it
were a heavy stone. (p. 82)

(Mo, 1993)

This fragment also indicates the omission of information in the English translation of
Red Sorghum. The year 1958 is completely omitted from the target translation. This could
be a result of incorrect information presented in the Chinese source text, which has now
been corrected in the translation, as Howard Goldblatt states in his translator’s note. This
information could also be omitted as a result of it not serving a purpose in the English
translation.
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Additions
Additions to the source text are often used in the translation in order to better facilitate
understanding for the target readership or to allow for cohesion. Below are a few of the
examples where Goldblatt has used extra information to facilitate understanding as well
as allow for cohesion in the target text.
Fragment 29
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

父亲不知道自己多么喜爱这两头黑骡子。
奶奶挺胸扬头骑在骡背上，父亲坐在奶奶怀
里，骡子驮着母子俩，在高粱挟持下的土路
上奔驰。(p. 35)
[Father not know himself how much be fond
of these two black mules. Grandma ride on
the mule’s back, Father sat at Grandma’s
bosom, mule laden with mother and son two,
at sorghum field seize down dirt path up run
quickly.]

How father loved those two black mules. He
remembers Grandma sitting proudly on the
mule’s back, Father in her lap, the three of
them flying down the narrow dirt path through
the sorghum field, the mule rocking back and
forth as it gallops along, giving Father and
Grandma the ride of their lives. (p. 36)

(Mo, 1993)

In the above fragment Goldblatt makes additions in the target text. In the fragment he
adds ‘He remembers’ in the target text translation which creates cohesion, allowing for
easier acceptability of the target readership in terms of the translation. Goldblatt has hence
attempted to make the translation idiomatic and fluent in the target language through the
addition of short phrases that create cohesion.
Fragment 30
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

那天，我奶奶在秋天架旁与一些尖足长辫
的大闺女耍笑游戏，那天是清明节，桃红柳
绿，细雨霏霏，人面挑花，女儿解放。(p. 42)
[That day, my grandmother at autumn stand
next to a few pointed bound feet plait of big
unmarried play laugh game, that day was
Qingming Festival, peach trees, drizzle
fall, fall, people faces peach blossoms, girls
liberated.]

It was Qingming, the day set aside to attend
ancestral graves; peach trees were in full red
bloom, willows were green, a fine rain was
falling, and the girl’s faces looked like peach
blossoms. It was a day of freedom for them.
(p. 42)

(Mo, 1993)
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In the above fragment, Goldblatt adds information to the target text in order to
facilitate understanding amongst the target readership. The Chinese festival ‘Qingming’
will not be understood by target readers should it be directly translated, thus the addition
of information in the target text which explains what the Qingming festival is about. It is
therefore obligatory for the translator to add information in this particular instance, since
the word ‘Qingming’ has little meaning to English target readers who are not familiar
with Chinese festivals or culture.
Fragment 31
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

…… 走上墨水河堤，三星正响，黎明前的黑

He found his way to the bank of the Black
Water River, where the three stars—Rigel,
Betelgeuse, and Bellatrix—hung directly
overhead. (p. 23)

暗降临。黑水河里星斗灿烂。(p. 21)
[Walk up ink water river dike, three stars main
noise, dawn before black dark to come. Black
water river inside stars glitter.]
(Mo, 1993)

The above fragment is another example of addition in the target text translation.
Goldblatt adds additional information about the stars in this fragment, namely ‘Rigel,
Betelgeuse, and Bellatrix’, which are not found in the source text. Rigel, Betelgeuse,
and Bellatrix are three stars known for their brightness. Goldblatt could have made this
addition in order to add interesting facts or ideas to the target translation.

Name Translations
Due to the vast differences between the Chinese and English languages, the translation
of names and proper nouns is interesting and can vary. When translating names, one can
transliterate the name, translate the name or combine both transliteration and translation
of the name. Below are several examples of the approaches that Goldblatt takes to the
translation of names.
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Fragment 32
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

余占鳌
任副官
刘罗汉大爷

Commander Yu Zhan’ao
Adjutant Ren
Arhat Liu

高密
胶平公路

Gaomi Township
Jiao-ping highway

方六
方七
冷支队长
孙五
冷麻子
余大牙
王虎
刘大号

Fang Six
Fang Seven
Leader Leng
Sun Five
Pocky Leng
Big Tooth Yu
Tiger Wang
Bugler Liu

(Mo, 1993)

Of the many examples found in the English translation, the majority of the names are
transliterated from the original Chinese sounds, thus applying a foreignising approach to
the translation of names and taking the source text into account.
Several of the names, place names, and proper names have however also been
translated. These are generally names which have a meaning that bears some kind of
significance to the storyline, such as the name ‘Mute’ found in the novel. This strategy is
common in English translations of Chinese documents which require the meaning of the
name in order for the text to be understood. The above fragment contains examples of
names that have been transliterated from the original Chinese names with an additional
translation. There are 13 names found in the first volume of the translation of Red
Sorghum which have been translated in this way.
The second strategy employed by Howard Goldblatt in the translation of names,
proper names, and place names is the strategy of plain translation.
Fragment 33
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

哑巴
蛤蟆坑
勃郎宁手枪

Mute
Toad Hollow
Browning Pistol

(Mo, 1993)

The above three names found in the first volume of the novel, Red Sorghum, have
been translated into English. This is mostly due to the fact that they have either official
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translations or have some sort of significance in meaning in the original Chinese
source text which is relevant to the target text. The name ‘Mute’, for example, requires
translation in order to facilitate understanding in the target text as the name plays a
specific role in the story describing an essential characteristic of a character which is vital
to the plot.
Fragment 34
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

豆官
王文义
单扁郎
单廷秀

Douguan
Wang Wenyi
Shan Bianlang
Shan Tingxiu

戴风连
玲子
刘四山
曹玲子

Dai Fenglian
Lingzi
Liu Sishan
Cao Lingzi

(Mo, 1993)

The second fragment consists of names that have been transliterated from the
original Chinese names and kept in this way in the English translation. Goldblatt has
therefore attempted to foreignise the text, allowing the target reader a sense of the original
characters’ names. This strategy is the simplest way in which names can be translated
as there is no need for the creation of names that would usually be used in the target
language and culture. There are 8 names that follow this particular strategy.
From the above examples of the translation of names, proper names, and place names
in the first volume of Red Sorghum it can be said that the most common approaches to
translating names employed by Howard Goldblatt in Chinese-English translations is
transliteration and translation. He therefore follows both a domesticating and foreignising
approach, which can be considered the norm in his translations of this particular novel.
Once again it is shown that Goldblatt adheres to both the ST language and culture norms
as well as the TT language and culture norms.

Repetitions
An additional category which arises as a result of the differences between languages, and
shows the differences in linguistic norms between the two languages, is repetition. In
Chinese it is common to repeat words for emphasis, however in English the tone of voice
expresses this emphasis. Hence, in the translation of Red Sorghum, repetitions in the
Chinese source text have not been repeated in the English translation because they would
be seen as redundant.
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Fragment 35
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

没忘，没忘。 (p. 11)

‘No I haven’t forgotten.’ (p. 12)

[not forget, not forget]
(Mo, 1993)
Fragment 36
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

“司令，我挂彩啦！我挂彩啦，我挂彩啦。” ‘Commander, I’m wounded! I’m wounded!’ (p.
(p. 10)
11)
[Commander, I pull wounded! I pull wounded,
I pull wounded.]
(Mo, 1993)

The following fragment shows how repetitions have been removed when translated
into English.
Fragment 37
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

你怕了吗？畜生！你的威风呢？畜生！ (p. 22)
[You scared? Bastard? Your awe-inspiring
authority what about? Bastard?]

Scared? You damned beast! Where’s your
arrogance now? (p. 24)

(Mo, 1993)

The above fragment not only shows the translation decisions made by Goldblatt
in terms of the vulgar language used, but in addition shows the repetitions found in
the source text. In the following fragment, the swear words which are repeated in the
source text are only written once in the target text. Goldblatt therefore follows norms
that are specific to the target readership and does not follow those of the original
source text language and culture, hence removing redundancies. Goldblatt however
can only employ this strategy when it does not affect the meaning of the source text.
Toury calls this strategy “simplification”, describing this norm as “one of the most
persistent, unbending norms in translation in all languages studied so far” (Toury,
1991, p. 188). In this, and many other fragments of the novel, Goldblatt uses the
simplification norm.
The second sub-category of operational norms is that of textual-linguistic norms (see
Toury, 1980, Chapter 2 Page 12). The following few fragments consist of the examples
which show the choices made by Goldblatt in terms of these textual-linguistic norms.
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Lexical Choices
Lexical or word choices occur often during the translation process, leaving the translator
to decide on the most suitable choice. Several of the fragments below indicate Goldblatt’s
approach, which is often to use a word that is familiar to his target readership.
Fragment 38
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

任副官说：
“立正时，要双腿绷直，肚子回收， Adjutant Ren commanded, ‘Atten-hut! Legs
胸脯挺出，眼睛睁圆，像豹子吃人一样。
”(p. straight, stomachs in, chests out, eyes forward,
56)
like panthers about to pounce.’ (p. 56)
[Adjuntant Ren says: ‘Attention time, want
two legs stretch straight, stomach return
take in, chest very out, eyes open round, like
panthers eat people the same.]
(Mo, 1993)

In this fragment, the expression ‘Atten-hut’ has been used in the English translation.
The use of this expression is interesting in that ‘Atten-hut’ is a word that is specific
to the American army. Goldblatt has therefore translated with the target readership in
mind, avoiding using the universal word ‘Attention!’ but rather making use of a common
American English expression.  
Fragment 39
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

几个持锹的人，扎起大块的黑土，填到墓穴
里，棺材愤怒地叫着，渐渐隐没在黑土之
中。黑土上长，填平了墓穴，隆出了地面，
凸成一个馒头状的大丘。(p. 62)
[A few hold spade people, pick up big piece
of black earth, to fill in base of cave inside,
coffin angry call out, gradually hidden not at
black ground inside, black earth go up, to stick
out one steamed bun shape of big mound.]

The men began shoveling dirt into the grave,
drawing angry rumbles from the coffin as it
slowly disappeared into the black soil, which
rose higher and higher, until it filled the grave,
then formed a mound like a steamed bun. (p.
61)

(Mo, 1993)

In this fragment, the Chinese word [馒头] (a Chinese bun/roll) has been translated
into English as a steamed bun. Although this is the English equivalent translation, it is
interesting that Goldblatt made the decision to use this word and not equate the term to
a more common English or Western food item to facilitate better understanding amongst
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the target readership. He has used a foreignising approach here, therefore following the
adequacy component of initial norms while also choosing not to replace it with a more
common American food item.
Fragment 40
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

我奶奶挑着一担佧饼，王文义妻子挑着一担
绿豆汤，轻松地望见了墨水河中凄惨的大石
桥。(p. 68)
[My grandma carry on shoulder pole one
fistcake, Wang Wenyi wife carry on shoulder
pole one green bean soup, calmly spot ink
water river inside miserable big stone bridge.]

Grandma with her baskets of fistcakes and
Wang Wenyi’s wife with her pails of mungbean soup gazed at the miserable stone bridge
across the Black Water River, feeling very
much at ease. (p. 67)

(Mo, 1993)

A second example that makes use of Chinese food items in the translated text is the
following fragment which contains ‘fistcakes’. Many English target readers would find
this a foreign concept, and only based on the context would they be able to understand
that it is a food item. However, this second example, and the example prior to this one,
show the approach taken by Goldblatt in terms of translating foreign foods or names of
items that are peculiar to a certain area or country. He employs a foreignising approach to
the translation of such items.
Fragment 41
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

那个梳豆角辫子的干瘦老头子抓住她的手
腕，恶狠狠地看着她。(p. 73)
[That comb green bean pigtail wizened old
man grab her wrist, fiercely and viciously
looked at her.]

The old man with the kidney-bean queue had
her by her wrist and was looking at her with
hate-filled eyes. (p. 72)

(Mo, 1993)
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Fragment 42
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

单廷秀是个干干巴巴的小老头，脑后翘着
一支枯干的小辫子。他家里金钱满柜，却穿
得破衣烂袄，腰里常常扎一条草绳。奶奶嫁
到单家，其实也是天意。那天，我奶奶在秋
千架旁与一些尖足长辫的大闺女耍笑游戏
…… (p. 42)
[Shan Ting Xiu is one small old man, head
back stick up one withered small plait. His
family’s money full cupboard, but wears
tattered, dirty coat, waist inside often tie one
grass rope. Grandmother marries to Shan
family, in fact also is Will of Heaven. That
day, my grandmother at swing set beside with
a few pointed feet long plait of big unmarried
woman play laugh games.]

His father was a wizened little man who sported a
scrawny queue on the back of his head, and even
though his cupboards overflowed with gold and
silver, he wore tattered, dirty clothes, often using
a length of rope as a belt. Grandma’s marriage
into the Shan family was the will of heaven,
implemented on a day when she and some of her
playmates, with their tiny bound feet and long
pigtails, were playing beside a set of swings. (p.
41)

(Mo, 1993)

Another interesting translation decision made by Goldblatt in terms of word choices
are the words contained in the above two fragments. The above two fragments make use
of the word ‘queue’ which is commonly used to refer to a plait or pigtail at the back of a
Chinese man’s head. What is interesting is that Goldblatt has decided to use this particular
word instead of the more common word ‘plait’, which would most probably be more
widely understood. Furthermore, he also uses pigtail and plait interchangeably for the
translation of the same Chinese word. Here he tries to maintain a text that is culturally
specific to the Chinese culture and traditions with the use of English words.
It is therefore evident that Howard Goldblatt makes use of several different translation
strategies. In some instances he uses artistic effect to recreate the source text in order to
enhance readability for his English language readers and in other instances he makes use
of foreignising approaches and retains the source text elements that are foreign to his
target readership.
Fragment 43
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

我父亲这个土匪中十四岁多一点。(p. 1)
[My father this bandit middle fourteen more a
little.]

My father, a bandit’s offspring who had passed
his fifteenth birthday. (p. 1)

(Mo, 1993)
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There are several examples of translations found in the novel that have been slightly
altered. The above fragment could be the result of the information being slightly altered or
could possibly be the difference in opinion of the meaning of the original Chinese source
text. In the above fragment instead of saying ‘just passed his fourteenth birthday’ [十四岁
多一点] (word for word translation: fourteen more a little) Goldblatt decided to translate
the source text into English as ‘who had passed his fifteenth birthday’. Due to the fact that
this translation does not seem logical, it could most likely be considered an alteration in
the novel as stated by Goldblatt in his translator’s note.
Fragment 44
CHINESE SOURCE TEXT

ENGLISH TARGET TEXT

一九七六年，我爷爷死的时候，母亲用她缺
了两个指头的左手，把爷爷圆睁的双眼合
上。(p. 85)
[1976 year, my grandfather died time, mother
used her missing two fingers of left hand, take
grandfathers round open pair eyes close up.]

In 1976, when my granddad died, Father
closed his unseeing eyes with his left hand,
from which two fingers were missing. (p. 82)

(Mo, 1993)

Secondly, another fragment containing altered information is found in the translation
of Red Sorghum. In the above fragment, ‘mother’ in the source text has been replaced
with ‘father’ in the target text. This could be a result of incorrect information in the source
text which has been altered for the translation of the target text.

Concluding Remarks
Goldblatt states that he writes for the readers and not for the author. Several of the
fragments prove this statement to be fairly accurate. This article has investigated different
aspects of Goldblatt’s English translation of Red Sorghum. The first aspect was that of
the translation of idioms, cultural expressions, and proverbs. From the investigation into
the fragments containing idioms, cultural expressions, and proverbs, it can be said that
Goldblatt often makes use of a domesticating strategy in these instances. This is evident
in the use of several English target language expressions, idioms, and proverbs in the
translated text. For example, ‘grease the skids’ (fragment 4) and ‘Soldiers are easy to
recruit, but generals are worth their weight in gold’ (fragment 3), which are similar in
meaning to the original Chinese idioms or expressions, therefore carrying across a similar
message.
The second aspect is that of money, time, and measurement. Goldblatt follows a
similar approach to the first aspect, in that he often equates Chinese units of currency and
Chinese measurements to common American measurements, namely dollars and yards. It
is only, however, in a few examples of the translation of Chinese dates and words that he
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retains the original source text words. For example, the word ‘li’ found in fragments 8 and
9, which he retains with the addition of information in the first instance it appears in the
novel, in order to facilitate acceptability amongst the target text readers. In terms of the
dates, Goldblatt has used both a foreignising and domesticating approach simultaneously.
He does this by presenting the original date in a similar way to the Chinese source text
while still allowing acceptability through the addition of information in the target text. For
example, fragment 13 which contains ‘1938, the twenty-seventh year of the Republic’.
The third aspect that was researched is the language specific descriptions. When
it comes to the problem of translating language specific descriptions, Goldblatt often
employs a domesticating approach. This is evident in the several examples which he has
altered in order for the target readership to better understand the concept that is explained
in the source text.
The fourth aspect is that of onomatopoeia. There are several examples of
onomatopoeia found in the target translation that have been interpreted, and a few that
have been rewritten. It can therefore be said that the most common translation strategy
employed by Goldblatt during the translation of onomatopoeia is the interpreting strategy,
which is closely followed by rewriting. This also indicates the strategy which Goldblatt
employs in terms of operational norms. By making use of the rewriting and interpreting
strategies, Goldblatt sticks closely to the source text linguistic norms while still creating
a text that will be accepted by the target audience, whereas if he often made use of
paraphrase it would mean that his focus was only on the target language and culture and
their norms.
The fifth aspect is that of omissions. In the target text, Goldblatt employs a
domesticating approach in that he often omits information that is not vital to the target
text or information that would be misunderstood should it be directly translated. This
is evident in fragment 26, where information with regards to Karl Marx’s ideology is
omitted in the target text.
Another aspect that was researched in this chapter is that of additions. In terms of
the additions found in the fragments above, one can conclude that Goldblatt makes
use of additions in the target text in order to give more information about the Chinese
source text to facilitate acceptability of the translated text; once again he is employing a
domesticating approach.
In terms of the translation of names, Goldblatt employs three different strategies,
namely plain translation, transliteration, or transliteration and translation. The most
common of these strategies found in the text is that of transliteration and translation,
which is evident in that the majority of the names found in the text are transliterated
and translated. Therefore, Goldblatt is employing both a domesticating and foreignising
strategy.
Once again Goldblatt makes use of a domesticating approach in terms of the
repetitions found in the source text. Repetitions are very common in the Chinese
language, due to the fact that it conveys an emphasis that the tone of voice usually
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conveys in English. Goldblatt has therefore decided to remove several of the repetitions
that appear in the source text when translating for the target readership.
The final aspect that was researched is that of lexical choices. Goldblatt has translated
many of the source text words for the English target readership, such as the example
presented in fragment 38, where has used the word ‘atten-hut’, which is a term commonly
used in the American army. He has however also used another approach in terms of the
translation of common Chinese food items, refraining from changing these items to food
items that Americans or Westerners are more familiar with. For example, keeping the
terms ‘fistcake’ and ‘steamed bun’ in fragments 37 and 38, which perhaps allow the target
readership a sense of the original author’s writing.
In summary, one can therefore determine from the fragments found in the text that
the initial norms are in line with the operational norms. The fact that Goldblatt translates
for the target readership shows he is applying a domesticating approach to the translation.
However, Goldblatt does still stick closely to the original source text information,
retaining several of the Chinese idioms, phrases, names, and words, while at the same
time allowing for acceptability by the target readership through either alterations,
paraphrase, or additional information. In the translation of Red Sorghum, Goldblatt has
used the source text as the main frame of reference, aiming to translate the words of Mo
Yan himself as much as possible. In several instances he does however bring the writer
towards the readers, domesticating translation in order to write for the target readership.
Given the above fragments pertaining to operational norms found in the English
translation of Red Sorghum by Goldblatt, one can see from the of examples, which both
retain source text elements and alter these elements through the addition of information
in target text translations, that the initial norm is neither solely source text orientated nor
solely target text orientated, but rather a combination of both, with most of the focus on
the target readership, and acceptability and domesticating the translation.
In conclusion, the investigation into Mo Yan’s novel Red Sorghum, has resulted in a
better understanding of the translation strategies employed by Howard Goldblatt and his
translation process, and one is also able to better evaluate the translation product which
he has produced, therefore also providing a descriptive study of the novel. Through
investigations into the translation strategies one is also able to determine the translational
norms.
Notes
1

Red Sorghum Clan in Chinese 红高粱家族.

2

[娘] ‘niang’ meaning mother and [爹] ‘die’ meaning father
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